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This word-of-mouth bestseller has offered 60,000 copies, basically via Mormon bookstores. A
staggering tale of love, hope, and family, A Stranger for Christmas tells of 2 roommates in a
southern Califonia nursing home: Florence, who's cynical after a lifetime of disappointments and
Myrna, hopeful after a lifetime of pleasure along with her family. Florence doesn't think that
anybody could soak up a stranger at Christmas. Myrna is set to end up her wrong.
it is a nice ebook to learn in the course of the holidays. it truly is approximately 2 aged girls in a
house in California and one is sour approximately Christmas as she has no family members
with which to spend the holidays. Her roommate says that her 5 young ones and their A
Stranger for Christmas households might gladly soak up a lonely aged individual for Christmas
A Stranger for Christmas and the sour lady wagers that they wouldn't be so willing. many of the
ebook is spent with the aged mom A Stranger for Christmas calling ech of her childrens and
asking in the event that they may perhaps take up her 'imaginary' buddy who has nobody with
whom to spend Christmas. it truly is a simple learn (I learn it to my daughters after they have
been younger, a bankruptcy a night).
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